
PRESIDENTS’ ROUND TABLE  
FALL MEETING SUMMARY 

 
Friday, October 16, 2009 

Chicago, IL 
 

Members present:  Kenneth Atwater, Helen Benjamin, Sharon Blackman, Barbara 
Bryan, Quinten Bullock, Doug Chambers, Ned Doffoney, Pat Dolly, Charlene M. Dukes, 
Janis Hadley, Angela Henderson, Gwendolyn G. Joseph,  Andrew Jones, Audrey Levy, 
Sharon Miller, Sam Munnerlyn, DeRionne Pollard,  Joseph Seabrooks, Ernest L. 
Thomas,  Art Tyler, Carolane Williams, Perry Ward, Belle Whelan, Jennifer Wimbish 
Guest:  DiCarlos Davis 

  
Greetings and Opening 
Dr. Benjamin opened the meeting with greetings and had first time members introduce 
themselves. 
 
Approval of April 2009 Minutes 
Call for approval of minutes by Dr. Benjamin was met with motion of acceptance by Drs. 
Tyler and Wimbish. 
 
Reports 
 Treasurer 
Dr. Thelma Scott Skillman reported that the collection of membership dues was on-going.  Paid 
memberships had increased, and that the PRT balance was $92,709.85 with a note receivable of 
$1200 from Tarant County, TX ( Lakin 2008 ). Dr. Skillman raised the issue of non-paying 
members appearing in future directories.  Move to accept report approved. An individual PRT 
membership category was introduced as a result of a recommendation from Dr. Ernest Thomas. 
 

Lakin 
Dr. Charlene Dukes indicated that seven Lakin mentees participated in the Institute. 
Revenues totaled $15,900.  In-kind contributions from City Colleges of Chicago and  
Prince George’s Community College and several corporate donations exceeded 
$15,000.  Net revenue will exceed $10, 000.  W partnered with NCBAA Mid Level 
institute for a total of  30 participants. The quality of program rated excellent. 
 

AAMI 
Dr. Andrew Jones reported that a webinar with 600 participants had been conducted. 
The PRT will add a new curriculum component with assistance from the Caruthers 
Center for Inner City Studies of  Northeastern Illinois University. Three of the six regions 
projected have operationalized the PRT model and the intent is to have the others up 
and running by Fall 2010.    
 

NCBAA 
Dr . Carolane Williams on behalf of NCBAA pledged support to PRT on collaborative 
goals. She noted that the NCBAA was wrestling with issue of mission as it relates to 
African American membership and that definition.  Efforts are underway to align 
NCBAA’s strategic plan with PRT’s. 
 

AACC 



PRT will focus on the American Graduation Initiative as a possible funder for AAMI 
initiatives.  The PRT and other ethnic minority councils hold AACC board majority and 
need to maintain and leverage this position. Accountability measures need to be 
monitored. 
 

PRT Directory 
Dr. Ken Atwater gave an update and plea for assistance with identifying and receiving 
accurate, timely and current information. Multiple versions of the directory are available 
to include print, virtual and storage device options. 

 
Executive Committee Reports 
 

Renewal of AAMI Coordinator Contract 
 
Dr.  Jones reported the progress of the AAMI and the history of the coordinator’s 
involvement. A new agreement with Eric Gravenberg to continue to serve as national 
coordinator of the AAMI has been executed for $500 a month plus expenses. 
 
PRT Midterm Meeting  
 
The membership decided to hold a mid-year meeting in January 2010.  Topics should 
include mission statement review to include membership eligibility. Mission analysis/drift, 
Lakin schedule/coordinator, non member fees, endowment, diversity position will also 
need to be discussed.  The executive committee will plan the meeting.  
 
Constitution and Bylaws for PRT 

 
Recommended changes to the Constitution were approved regarding 

committees.  Word change from “April” to “spring” was noted.  A Life membership 
category was approved with the definition and fee to be determined by the Executive 
Committee. were approved. 
 
New PRT website:  www.theprt.org   
 

 Proposed MOU from Association of Public Land Grant Colleges and Universities 
was approved. It was moved and seconded to continue working with APLGCU 
unanimously approved. 

 

 Janis Hadley commended the executive officers for moving the PRT forward. 
 

 Angela Henderson, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, Chicago City Colleges 
CCC) announced the withdrawal of  CCC from AACC based on diversity issues. 

 
Organizational Continuity 
 
The requirement for African descent for eligibility is to be discussed at mid-year meeting. 
 
Strategic Planning Session 
Information gathering exercise was conducted using the SOAR mechanism.  A modified 
version of Appreciative Inquiry and analysis was used to collect and categorize the 
findings. Next steps will be to share findings with the membership and request feedback.  


